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What is a Physicist?What is a Physicist?



Google search returns:Google search returns:



More recently?More recently?



A lot of pretty normal(?) A lot of pretty normal(?) 
people are into Physics.people are into Physics.

Everybody likes to Everybody likes to 
understand how stuff works, understand how stuff works, 

don't you think so?don't you think so?

Major requirement: Major requirement: curiositycuriosity



Not all about Math...Not all about Math...
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What keeps me goingWhat keeps me going

→ → makes makes 
me curious!me curious!



Dark Matter:Dark Matter:

We know it's there!We know it's there!

Otherwise our whole Universe Otherwise our whole Universe 
would look different.would look different.

So far: no proof for what it is So far: no proof for what it is 
exactly! :-(exactly! :-(



Now what?Now what?

Why not ask somebody who Why not ask somebody who 
has been there and runs fast?has been there and runs fast?

Dark Dark 
MatterMatter



Runners telling us Runners telling us 
about Dark Matter about Dark Matter 
could be could be cosmic rayscosmic rays



?Cosmic rays - What is that??Cosmic rays - What is that?

It can get pretty violent out there, It can get pretty violent out there, 
which can produce all sorts of things!which can produce all sorts of things!

for example: protons and electrons for example: protons and electrons 
(the matter we are made of)(the matter we are made of)



Let's be honest: the details Let's be honest: the details dodo  
require to study Physics in require to study Physics in 

more depth...however:more depth...however:

We can build machines that We can build machines that 
measure these runners measure these runners 

(cosmic rays) and tell us more(cosmic rays) and tell us more



Where to put such an experiment?Where to put such an experiment?

Imagine you wanted Imagine you wanted 
to collect rain...to collect rain...

too drytoo dry



The atmosphere acts as a The atmosphere acts as a 
roof for cosmic raysroof for cosmic rays

Which is good to stay Which is good to stay 
healthy, but bad to healthy, but bad to 

measure cosmic raysmeasure cosmic rays

atmosphereatmosphere



when you are hiking when you are hiking 
at high altitudesat high altitudes

→ → you are exhausted you are exhausted 
much fastermuch faster

→ → because there is because there is 
less air too breatheless air too breathe

→ → roof for cosmic roof for cosmic 
rays is getting weakerrays is getting weaker



Therefore put the experiment as high Therefore put the experiment as high 
as possible!as possible!
Space is great, but super expensive Space is great, but super expensive 
($1,000,000 for 2lbs)($1,000,000 for 2lbs)



use balloons use balloons 
that go up very very high that go up very very high 
→ 25 miles above ground→ 25 miles above ground

Therefore put the experiment as high Therefore put the experiment as high 
as possible!as possible!
Space is great, but super expensive Space is great, but super expensive 
($1,000,000 for 2lbs)($1,000,000 for 2lbs)



A lot of hands on A lot of hands on 
work with all sorts of work with all sorts of 

different tasks!different tasks!
Playground for big kids: Playground for big kids: 
model building, crafting, model building, crafting, 

LEGO, electronics, chemistry LEGO, electronics, chemistry 
sets, computerssets, computers





Experiment Experiment 
landed in the landed in the 

Pacific ocean!Pacific ocean!



We are just at the beginning  to We are just at the beginning  to 
understand Dark Matter!understand Dark Matter!

I could only present one way to look I could only present one way to look 
at the questionat the question

Will keep us busy for many years!Will keep us busy for many years!

Please join us with your Please join us with your 
ideas!ideas!
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